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About This Game

Chess Knight 2 is the classic board game of Chess reimagined for the casual gamer looking to learn and to grow with the most
popular game in history. A medieval world of strategy and tactics await you to engage in epic battles of wits as you master the

moves and the strategies in a conquest to claim the kingdom of Chess. Learn to play in this fun, colorful and intuitive download
offering multiple levels of difficulty. You can play in top-down 2D or fully animated 3D mode in a challenge against the

computer or a good friend or relative. An introduction to Chess is included and the visual guide to legal moves provides help if
you are stuck!

KEY FEATURES

2D & 3D gameplay

Single- and two-player mode

4 levels of difficulty

Unique animated Chess pieces

Undo recent moves

Visual guide to legal moves
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Introduction to Chess
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Title: Chess Knight 2
Genre: Casual, Strategy
Developer:
EnsenaSoft
Publisher:
EnsenaSoft
Release Date: 11 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 2 (SP2), Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 1.0 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: vCard with DirectX 9.0 support

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Traditional Chinese,Simplified
Chinese,Japanese,Korean,Dutch,Norwegian,Polish,Russian,Swedish,Hungarian
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Where is my money??!!!. Very very poor game ! Not worth the money.. Great game, especially for the price point. Gameplay is
fast, hectic, and very entertaining.. This game is hilarious!! My friends and I cracked up while clicking frantically. Love the high
energy fun and fitting music. If your looking for a witty fast paced multiplayer game this one is perfect!!. OMG. I wish I had
read the reviews before purchasing Europea Fishing. It seemed so promising but it simply doesn't work. After steering your
motor boat to the fishing spot you cannot fish! What is the point of that? Luckily it was only 59 pence to buy so no great loss but
don't waste your time on this bug ridden rubbish.. You can flex, or look like a ninja or somethin' like that.
Best pose pack ever.. For a lazy day... I play... To the end as a Private I became a Guru! Wasn't easy but what a finish that last
level was. Like a 4th of July and Fireworks out of your hands.. Gist:
Grindless access to All the cutscenes, music, and event photos.

Long:
The amount of time it takes to acquire all of the cutscenes is in 3 parts.
1. Beating the game. (40 hours average)
2. Grind out the house upgrades. (2nd play through, or x hours.)
3. Boosting noires lily rank with everyone. (2 hours)

That 3rd one is rather dull.
Each character has cutscenes, one viewable at every 10 points on the lily rank marker - totaling 10 cutscenes for 100 lily rank
each.
Loading up a level with atleast 5 slots available for 4 characters to boost rep with noire. Killing all but 1 enemy and leaving its
aggro range. Grouping 4 characters on each side of noire. The preps done. Now use noires buff and end the turn... 100 times.
But thats not enough. Thats only 4 of the 23 main cast. So repeat the process 5 more times totaling 6 cycles of this.
600 buffs, 10 seconds each turn = 6000 seconds. Plus 6 sessions of 2 minutes ending the match and prepping the cycle = 720
seconds.

112 minutes. 8 minutes shy of 2 hours... 2 dull, repetitious hours.
Kicker. There is an achievement for doing this with all 23 characters. But hey, atleast there is one less cycle after every 4
completed characters because math. 71 cycles, 7100 buffs... 22 hours... Never again.
Please stop this

I would advise getting this if you want to see all the content without all the drag.
With the bundle if you want all the things. Or along with the DLC characters. Or standalone.
  Atleast pump the brakes  Holy \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 . Its Dead...
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Got it on sale, but returned it. I was able to get 100% achievements in that time as well...there were some concepts I actually
enjoyed, such as getting a .txt file in the game's directory for each ending you unlocked. It was a neat touch, but ended up being
just confusing, and one file didn't even have anything written in it.

While I kinda liked the story, it was too short and never really explained anything until the very end, and then just makes you
out to be, well, the crazy bad guy.

I hope the developer continues to make games, and improves on the ideas here, but as it sits, it's just an on the rails 'make a
choice' dialog game that is too short to justify the price.. 9\/10: As allways, nice artwork, music and storytelling. Really new
kind of riddles, *me like*.

Would be perfect, if achievements were also on steam.. If you enjoyed episode 1, then you're gonna like episode 2 too. Puzzles
maintain their level of difficulty without being too frustrating. Dialogue is funny as ever. Story is slightly longer than the first.
Great.. Fantastic 16 bit composition, firestorm has inspired me to try to learn electronic music. Thank you :). This game is great
play for those that like traditional Asian music, very relaxing and challenging games. I really enjoyed this game after completing
all levels I started all over again. Great for de-stress and is good for beginners and intermediate players. I hope this company will
put out more games like this and more challenging in the future with more tile sets and boards for those who are wanting more
of a challenge.. Would I play this game again? Probably not. Is this game worth giving a chance and might actually be more fun
if you play longer than I did? yes. Would a multiplayer be even better? HELL YEAH. Am I patiently waiting for a multiplayer.
Yep.

If you want to see gameplay then check this link out " https:\/\/youtu.be\/enfIzg-Nf_Q ". Pros:
~No hentai\/porn scenes. I consider this a pro cuz I'm interested in story, not just some dating sim.
~Outstanding ending, will leave you a wreck.
~Story reminiscent of both Death Note and Code Geass. You'll know what I mean once you play it through.
~Voice acting is pretty spot on for the characters.
~Music is alright. There are only a few scenes they nail it though.

Cons:
~Starts slow. Really slow. Push through it, it's worth it.
~Takes a while to get used to some of the characters. You immediately meet a few, and I only thought one was remotely
interesting. They all eventually shine in their story arc (except for one bro who's consistently a nuisance), but you have to give it
time.
~Voiced version costs double. I quite enjoyed it and it helped immerse me in the story, but if you're low on money then I still
think the
~There's very few choices. The ones you do make hold a lot of weight, though. There are both pros and cons to this, but I'll say
it as a con cuz of the next point.
~If you accidentally make all of the "right" choices and complete the true route before completing the side routes, it makes it
hard to go back and replay the side routes. Because of what you experience, they just feel hollow (this happened to me), even
though they are interesting and contribute to the world before you gear up for the grand finish. So I'd recommend using a guide
and completing the side routes first as you go through, then go for the grand finish. Since there's few choices, you're here just to
click away and experience the story, rather than to roleplay your way through or something anyway (This itself isn't a con so
long as you are aware of it).

Overall: Definitely pick it up. I was in awe of the ending days after I finished it, such a strong emotional impact it has. It goes on
sale often enough, no reason not to wait for that. Go for VA if you can.. I've always liked SoaSE music. That is why I posted all
of the Original Soundtrack on youtube.

Its a great to listen while doing work.. this pack, like others, is very detailed and it encludes about 5 ships i think? anyway, some
people say 2.99 is a lot of money.....
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